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A STUDY OF THE ZERO-LHW DRAG-RISE CHARACTERISTICS OF WING-BODY COMBINATIONS

NEAR THE SPEED OF SOUND ‘

By RICHAEDT. WH~CO~B

SUMMARY

Comparieona have been made of the shock phmemz and’
drag-tie increments for represenlu$iuemung and central-body
combinations with thosefor bodies of Ttwolw%nhaving the same
axial developmeti of cross-seetimw?artxu normal to the air-
stream. On % bmi.s of these compariemw, it is conchuid tluzt
near the speed of 8ownd the zero-ltft drag rise of a low-apeet-
ratio thim”ng and body combin.aiion is w“marily dep&t
on th amiz?development of the cross-seetion.al arem 7un7nal to
tlw aimtream. It follows that the d%g rise for any such con-
figuration is apprm”mately the sanw as tha$for any oi’ha w“th
the same development of cro88-sectionu.?area8.

Inve&iga#ions have do been made of repre+wniaiivem“ng-
body combinations with the body so indented that the axial
development of eTo88-8eetiomdaTea#for the eombinu.$ion$were
tl~e.sanu as thuifor the origimd body alone. Such indtmiaiions
greatly reduced or eJimina&d the zeio-lzft drag-tie incremem%
a.s80ci4ztedwith the wt”ngsnear the speed of 80und.

INTRODUCTION

In the interpretation of the zero-lift drag-rise charac-
teristics of configurations near the speed of sound, the
trrmsonic similarity rules and linear theory have been
applied in limited analyses. However, no general means is
a,vail~ble for directly expltig quantitatively the varia-
tions of the transonic drag rise associated with the numerous
changes in wing plan form and section considered by airplane
designers even for the simplified case of a wing alone. More
important, even a qualitative understanding of the large and
highly variable zero-lift drag interferences near the speed of

‘ sound associated with praotical combinations of wings and
bodies has been lacking. A logioal means for interpreting
the drag-rise values for bodies with thin low-aspect-ratio
wings is discussed herein.

The results presented in reference 1 indicate that, for a
representative swept-wing and central-body combination,
the zero-lift drag rise is due primarily to shock losses. A
study of these results also indicates that the shock forma-
tions about this relatively complex configuration at zero lift
near the speed of sound are similar to those that would be

expected for a body of revolution with the same axial develop-
ment of cross-sectional areas normal to the airstream.
Further, the drag-rise characteristics for this wing-body
combination at zero lift are about the same as those for a
body of revolution (ref. 2) with approximately the same axial
development of cross-sectional areas. On the basis of these
facts and a preliminary consideration of the general physical
nature of the. flow about configurations, it has been reasoned
that near the speed of sound the zero-lift drag rise of a wing-
body contlguration generally should be primarily dependent
on the axial development of the cross-sectional areas normal
to the airstream.

In order to ascertain the soundness of this concept, meas-
urements have been made of the flow fiekls and drag-rise
characteristics for four representative wing-central-body
combinations and for bodies of revolution with the same axial
developments of cross-sectional areas normal to the air-
stream. The results, obtained at Mach numbers from 0.85
to 1.10 in the Langley S-foot transonic tunnel, are compared
and analyzed herein. In order to illustrate possibilities for
improving airplane performance at tiransonic speeds, zero-
lift drag coefficients for three special wing-body combinations
are also presented.

EXPERIMENTS AND PROCEDURE

CONFIGURATIONS

Basio bodies.— The major part of the results discussed
herein were obtained for three wings in conjunction with the
body of revolution shown in figures 1 (a), 1 (b), and 1 (c).
The body is normally cylindrical in the region of the wing
and has a forebody of the same shape as that of the body de-
scribed in reference 1. The radii of the cyIindricxd body are
given in table I. The swept wing was also investigated in
conjunction with the body having a curved afterbody as
shown in figure 1 (d). This combination is the same model
used in studiw in reference 1. Radii of the curved body are
also given in table I. The maximum diameter of this curved
body is somewhat less than that of the cylindrical body.

W~s,—The wing for which the most extensive results
were obtained has 0° sweep of the quarter-chord line, an
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FIQUEDL-Wing-body combinations used in investigation. (All dhnenaione are in inches.)
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aspect ratio of 4.0, and a taper ratio of O. The streamwise
sections of the wing are symmetrical, are 4 percent thick,
and consist of circular arcs with the maximum thiclmess at
the 40-percent-chord stations. This configuration (fig. I (a))
is referred to as the “unswept” wing. Results were also ob-
tained with this wing reversed so that the 75-percen&chord
line is unswept, as shown in figure 1 (b). The leading-edge
weep of this wing is 37°. This configuration has almost a
delta plan form and, therefore, is referred to as the “delta”
wing. lhdly, investigations were made with a wing which
haa 46° sweep of the quarter-chord line, an aspect ratio of
4,0, a taper ratio of 0.6, and an NACA 65AO06 airfoil se~
tion parallel to the airstm.run. This configuration (figs. 1 (c)
and 1 (d)) is referred to as the “swept” wing.

Speoial bodies.—Bodies of revolution with the same axial
developments of cross-sectional areas as the wing-body com-
binations were obtained by altering the original bodies. The
radii of these revised bodies of revolution are given in table
II. Special indented bodies of revolution were investigated
in conjunction with the three wings and these bodiw were
also obtained by altering the original cylindrical body. The
radii of these bodies in the region of the wing are presented
in table III.

MEMUREMBNTS

Schlieren surveys were obtained with a temporary schlieren
system. In order to obtain side-view schlieren surveys of
the fields at distances from the model center lima with the
horizontal symmetrically oriented schlieren system, the
various models were displaced downward from the center
line of the tunnel, as shown in figure 2 (a). In every case
the displacements for the comparable bodies of revolution
were the same as for the wing-body combination. Plan-view
schlieren surveys for the unwept-wing-body configuration
were obtained by rotating the model 90° and displacing it
farther from the canter line of the tiumel. Wall Mach num-
ber distributions were obtained from prwsum measured at
the rows of oriiices placed along the center lines of panels of
the teat section adjacent ta the top and bottom panels as
shown in figure 2 (a). The relative radial locations of the
wall Mach number measurement stations with respect to

TABLE 11.—ORDINATES OF CO~PARABLE BODIES OF
REVOLUTION

[MI dimomfomare In Incbm]

Com~tde to
Ilnswe twingan

d%CyIIn d body

Station

2253)
aim
X.&m
am
!2&Em
am
am
27.m
27.ml
Z&m
am)
am
?%
30.m
3Lm
3LW
32000

H%’
S3.sm
34@m
4am

Math

22EUJ
M.m
ZL’xm
mm
Zibm
mm
mm
n. m
27.m
Z&m
mm
‘nom

HM
W1.m
3L~
3L5KII
32600
32sm
mom
m.m

%

Radios

1.m
1.875
LS92
LS3B
2012
Zam
2 w
z ma
.218s
2174
214s
z n3
2UE3
2054
z 019
LW3
LW9
L834
L 911
LS94
LESZ
L 875
L 875

L m5
L m6
L&33
L&W
L 911
L034
L~

;%%
20s4
2ma
2113
2145
2174
2136
2182
21s5
Lam
2 OIZ

%%
L ms
L m6

comm:om#pt

Swhm Radius swan

14WI
14w
14625
lh 625
leLm
17.m
la625
lw 625
m.md
ZL625

2E
24.625
25.62s
%625
27.625
am
29.625
m.mb
W.m
32m
32m5

Radius

am
.23.125
24123
25.U5
ln126
27.m

%%
a 1’24
3L 125
32125
33.125
34126
3&125
36.125
37.KM
38.M6
X 375
43.m

L ms
L mfi
LW7
L967
2624
2am
2117
2143
2 lsn
2107
2am
2071
2045
2 ml
L 946

k F6
L mb
L m6

Lb73
L6SU

?%
L 747
LE36
LW3

;%?!
L ‘X9
L W1
LS37
LI122
L 766
L664
L S!5
L 413
L292
L2W
L261
1.010
6.940

—.—-— .— —--- .——--— —. --— —-——- TABLE 111.—ORDINATES OF INDENTED BODIES
‘1’ABLE l.—0lLl)lNArM WJ!’BASIG BODY [All dbmndollsemIn ImdM]

[Au dhnm910nsorebl incbm]

wlti*Tpt Withdelta wing with sweptwingOylhldrkdbcdy

Radius

o

:15
. Ius

g

if%
L 361
LM9
LES9
L770
L82S
L&U
L876
L m5

RadimSwbn Radius station bdhn

L m5
L ms
L842
L7%7
L 710
L641
L682
LE80
L672
L 611
L6i0
L656
LISS
L 740
LW3
LWO
L m4
L ms
L m5

o 0
.2Q3 .W2
.m .m
.mo .171

.m
WI .482

.645
%

i%
% L?36

10.m LW3
12m L 4’W
14m
I&m ;E

L&77
%% L667
!am L13M
!mmo L 610

Lb37
2E L426
am L 261
S2cml L 010
3203’5 0.940

L m5
L m5
L367
1~
L7XI
L622
L521
L 476
L470
L4S7
Lb93
Lb80
L642
L6M
1.no
L 743
L773
LSD
LS37
L356
LWS
L 376
L m6

L 676
L m5
L8&S
L8S6
LE37
L 812

;E
L no
L664
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L487
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L 476
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the model are ako indicated in this figure. J?or the side-view
schlieren surveys, the distances from the model center lines
to these stations were 35.5 and 52.8 inches; for the plan-view
surveys, they were 31.2 and 58.0 inches. Drag measure-
ments were obtained by internal strain-gage balancw. Base
pressures were also measured.

Pl?mSNTATIONOFB=ULTS

Detailed flow surveys.-Composites of the schlieren
photographs and the distributions of wall Mach number M.
for the unswept-wing and cylindrical-body combination,
the comparable body of revolution, and the cylindrical body
alone are presented in figure 2 for several stream Mach
numbers ill.. The schlieren photographs presented above
the diagrams of the three configurations show the side views;
those below the wing-body configuration show the plan
views. The plan-view schlieren surveys for the wing-body
confi~wtions were not duplicated for the bodies of revolu-
tion. The relative orientations and sizes of the photographs
with respect to the configuration outlines are the same as
those of the schlieren fields with respect to the t~t model.
(See sketches in fig. 2 (a).)

The wall Mach number distributions shown above the
composites for the three configurations were obtained during
side-view schlieren surveys; those below the composites for
the wing-body combination are from plan-view surveys.
(See sketches in fig. 2 (a).) These two Mach number dis-
tributions presented on a given set of ordinates (fig. 2) are
for the two measurement stations that are shown by the
circle and square symbols labeled in the top sketch of figure
2 (a). The Mach number distributions are placed on the.
composites so that the distancw horn the center line of the
model to the M. points on the Mach number scales are equal
relatively to the distances horn the model to the lower-wall
Mach number meamrement stations, as indicated by the
circle symbol in the sketch in figure 2 (a). The horizontal
scale of the wall Mach number distributions is the same as
that for the model outline.

The stream hfach numbem Ma at which the various
schlieren photographs and wall Mach number distributions

. were obtained varied by as much as &0.005 horn the mean
values for ench of the comp@tes. However, the maximum
difference between the stream Mach number for the directly
comparable side-view photographs for the wing-body com-
bination and for the comparable body of revolution was
approximately 0.003.

Drag coefficients.-The zero-lift drag coefficients C~Ofor
the wing-body combinations, the comparable bodies of revo-
lution, and the basic bodies alone, as prwe@ed in the various
@Uw such as we 3, me ~ bw~ on fig ~= of 1

square foot. These coefficients have been corrected to a
condition at which the base pressure is equal to the stream
static pressure. The drag-coefficient increments A O.,, as
presented in figure 3, have been obtained by subtracting the
drag-coefficient values measured at a Mach number of
approximately 0.85 from those measuxed at the higher Mach
numbers. This subtraction nearly eliminated the effects of
differences in the skin friction of the comparable cor@ur-

ations on the comparisons of the
these configurations.

drag charactwistics for

The In&n urn error of the absolute drag coefficients pre-
sented is approximately +0.0005. The effects of wall-
reflected disturbances on the drag results have been esscm-
tially eliminated at all Mach numbem except those near a
value of about 1.05. This elimination has been accomplished
by displacing the model from the tunnel centerline, by using
a cylindrical afterbody on the larger body, and by corrmting
for the base-pressure variations. No results were obtainod
for Mach numbers near 1.05.

Schlieren photographs. —The schlieren fields for the delta-
and swepbwing configurations (fig. 4, for example) wore
oriented with respect to the conf@rations as indicated by
the lowest schlieren photographs and configuration outlines.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the discussion that follows, the basic comparisons and
analyses are made for the unswept—wing-cylindrical-body
combination. The results for the other combinations indi-
cate the effects of several variations of the wing cmd body
ccmiigurations on the phenomena.

DNSWEPT WING AND CYLUJDBICAL BODY

Shook phenomena.—The wall Mach number distributions
and scblieren photographs presented in figures 2 (a) to 2 (cl)
indicate that the extensive shock formations producod by
the Unsw-epkwing-cylindrical-body combination ~t the
test Mach numbers near the speed of sound are almost ex-
actly the same as those caused by the body of revolution
with the same axial development of cross-sectionnl areas,
except in the local region directly downstream of tho wing.
In this locality, the shock formations, while not as closely
similar as at greater distances from the ccmflgurations, are at
least approximately comparable. (The incompatible shock
crossing the downstream, plan-view ~schlieren photograph
(&g. 2 (d)), at a Mach number of 1.o3 is a weak reflection of
a disturbance of the configuration from tho tunmd wall.)
At a Mach number of 1.10 (@g. 2 (e)), the similarities of tlm
schlieren photographs for the comparable configurations are
less close than at Mach numbers near 1.0.

A study of the physical nature of the flow indicates thd
the similarities of the extensive shock formations produced
by the wing-body combination and a body of revolution
with the same axial development of cross-sectiomd arms
near the speed of sound can logically be attributed primarily
to two basic factors: the negligible variations of stream-tubo
areas with changw in velocity (ref. 3) and the concentration
of the effects of a disturbance in a plane nearly normal LOthe
airstream. (These two factors are basically related.) It is
apparent that, because of the second factor, the strmmwiso
locations of the effects of the disturbances of the wing should
be essentially the same as those for the corresponding effects
produced by the body of revolution with the same axial
distribution of disturbaucea. Also, because of the second
factor, the analysis of the lateral similarities of tho fields of
the comparable configurations may be greatly simplified
by considering the flow changes in ach normal piano
independently.
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As a starting point for the analysis of the lateral similari-
ties, consider the flow about the comparable configurations
in a given normal plane at a circle, concentric to the axis of
symmetry, outside the tip of the wing. As a result of the
essential invariance of the stream tubes, the total radial
deviations of the fields at this circle are essentially the same
as th~ displacements of the surfaces of the configurations in
the same plane. Since the total surface displacements for
the two configurations are the same, the total flow deviations
at the circle must be essentially equal. However, circum-
ferential variations of these deviations may exist for the
wing-body codguration. The essential irrotationtity of
the flow leads to reductions of these circumferential varia-
tions with increase in distance from the codguration.
Because of the invariance of the stieam-tube areas, these
reductions are relatively rapid. This invariance causes the
outer field to be relatively inflexible, and as a result, it reacts
strongly to the circumferential variations of the radial devia-
tions; this renction produces pronounced circumferential
pressure gradients. These gradients cause deviations in the
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FIGURE 4.—ComparMns of the shook phenomena for the delta-wing

and cylindrical-body combination with those for the comparable

body of revolution. Side views.

circumferential direction which markedly reduce the varia-
tions of the radial deviations. Such effects lead to an
essential elimination of the circumferential variations of
radial deviations at a relatively short distance from the con-
figuration. Also, any initial circumferential deviations asso-
ciated with the asymmetry of the wing-body combination
&e rapidly dissipated with increase in radial distance. As
a consequence of the rapid dissipation of both the circum-
ferential deviations and the variations of radial deviations
with radial distance, the deviations in a given plane at a
short distance from the wing-body cordguration are nearly
the same as the axially symmetric eflects produced by the
comparable body of revolution. Such likenesses for the
various normal planes are substantiated by the observed
similarities of the strong shock formations for the wing-body
combination and the comparable body of revolution at a
distance from the configurations.
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The strong reactions of the flow in the outer regions of the
field of the wing-fuselage combination to deviations from
axial symmetry, as previously described, oonverge toward
the axis of symmetry and reduce the asymmetrical deviations,
even in the immediate region of the wing. These reactions
force the inner field into at least an approximate similarity
to the axially symmetric field of the body of revolution with
the same axial distribution of disturbances, as shown in
figure 2.

As the Mach number is increased to supersonic values, the
fields of the various disturbances become conical. Also, at
these speeds, changes in velocities result in variations of the
stream-tube areas. Consequently, the similarities of the
shock formations for the wing-body combination and the
comparable body of revolution should be progressively
lessened as the Mach number is increased beyond the speed
of sound.

Drag oharaoteristics.-The close similarity of the shock
formations in most regions of the fields for the wing-body
combination and the body of revolution with the same
axial development of cross-sectional areas suggests that
in these regions the energy losses associated with the shocks
for the two configurations should be nearly the same. In
the locality directly downstream of the wing, the shock
losses for the two configurations may W% somewhat;
however, the relative effect of such ditlerences should be
nnimportamt. Because of the invariance of the stream-tube
areas near a Mach number of 1.0, the fields of flow for these,
or any, cmdigurations are relatively extensive. As a result,
the greater part of the shock losses for the configurations is
due to the krge areas of significantly strong shock outside
the local region downstream of the wing. Thus, in the local
region near the wing, the difi%rences between the shock
losses for the wing-body combination and the comparable
body should result in relatively small difference of the total
10SWSfor the two coniignrations. Also, because of the low
thickness ratio and aspect ratio of the wing and the graduaI
curvature for the comparable body, the shock-induced
separation losses for these configurations should be relatively
small, although probably not negligible, and any differences
of these 10SSCSshould be small. Therefore, the drag rise
for the combination should be approximately the same as
that for the comparable body of revolution.

The measured increments of drag coefficient for the
unswept-wing-body combination are the same as those for
the comparable body of revolution within the probable accu-
racy of the data (fig. 3). (’The absolute drag coefficients for
the comparable configurations di&r somewhat, primarily be-
cnuse of di&rence9 in skin friction.)

The exact agreement of the drag-rise increments for the
unswephving-body combination with those for the com-
parable body of revolution suggests that the secondmy
separation losses, as well as the primary shock 10SWS, are
essentially the same for the two ccniigurations. This ap-
parent agreement can logically be attributed to the fact
that the relationships between the shocks and boundary
layers for the wing-body combination and the comparable
bodies are approximately the same.

The similarity of the drag-rise values for the unswept-
wing-body combination and the comparable body of
revolution at a Mach number of 1.10 indicates that the
perceptible deviations of the shock formations for tho two
configurations noted at this Mach number (fig. 2 (o)) resul ~
in insignificant diflerencea of the shock losses.

DELTA-G ANDCYLINDRICALBODY

Shock phenomena. —Wall Mach number distributions
indicate that, as for the Unawepbwing-body combination,
the flow fields for the delta-wing-body combhmtion at a die-
tance from the configuration are generally almost exactly
the same as those for the body of revolution with the same
axial distribution of cross-sectional area for all test Mach
numbers. The schlieren photographs presented in figuro 4
indicate that, in the field above the aft part of the wing,
the shocks for the wing-body combination are appro.ximataly
the same as those for the comparable body. As is tho cam
for the unswepbwing-body combination, the most pro-
nounced deviations of the shock patterns for the. com-
parable configurations probably occur behind the wing.

Drag Characteristics.-The measured variation of the drag
coeilicient with Mach number for the delta-wing-body com-
bination is the same as that for the comparable body of
revolution within the probable accuracy of the measure-
ments (fig. 5). This result was &a found for tho unswopt-
wing-body combination.

S~ -G ANDCYUNDRICALBODY

Shock phenomena.—Wall Mach number distributions
indicate that, as was true for the unswept-wing-body com-
bination, the flow fields for the swept-wing-body combina-
tion at a distance from the configuration are rdmost exactly
the same as those for the comparable body of revolution.

The schlieren photographs of figure 6 and refermco 1
indicate that near the speed of sound the swept wing produces
a weak shock at the trailing edge of the wing-body juncturo
and a strong shock behind the trailing edge of the juncture.
At a Mach number of 1.03, an additional weak shock is also
present between these two shocks. The losses in the two
weak shocks are insignilkmt and maybe neglected in a com-
parison of the total shock losses. The side-view schlieren
photographs presented in figure 6 indicate that tho main
shock produced by the wing appews to be approximately the+
same as the shock caused by the comparable body in the
region above the ocmbination. However, the shock prc-
duced by the wing is generally somewhat rearward of that
produced by the body. At a Mach number of 1.00, this
shock for the wing is just visible in the schlierm photograph,
Plan-view schlieren surveys not presented herein indicato
that near the wing tip the main shock produced by the wing
is somewhat different from that caused by the comparable
body, particularly at a Mach number of 1.10. (The shoe k
in this region is similar to that for the same wing on tho
curved body (ref. l).)

Drag charaoteristios.-The drag-coefficient increments for
the swep~wing-cylindrical-body combination are nppr oxi-
mately 0.001 greater than th ose for the comparable body of
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F1aun~ 5.—Comparisom of the drag rise for the delta-wing and
cylindrical-body combination with that for the comparable body of
revolution and the oylindriml body alone.

revolution at Mach numbers up to approximately 1.02 (fig.
7). This diderence is approximately the same as the tetal of
tho possible mtium errors of the drag measurements.
However, if this discrepancy shown is assumed to be real, it
can logically be attributed to differences in the shock format-
ions and associated boundary-layer separation. At higher
Mach numbers, the differences between the drag increments
for the comparable configurations increase primarily because
of the more pronounced deviations of the shock formations.
Tho greater diilerences between the drag-rise increments for
this swept-wing-body combination and the comparable
body of revolution in comparison with those for the unswept
wing may be attributed primarily to the greater thiclmess
ratio and smaller taper of the swept wing.

SWEPTWINGANDCURVEDBODY

Shock phenomena. —The shock formations as indicated in
the side-view schlieran photograph for the swep&wing-
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FrCMJRE 6.—Comparisons of the shook phenomena for the swept-wing

and cylindrical-body combination with those for the comparable

body of revolution. Side tiews.

curved-body combination (fig. 8) are similar to, but apparently
stronger than, those for the swept-win~ylindrical-body
conilgumtion (@. 6). The differences between the shock
formations produced by the swept-wing-curved-body con-
iigumtion (fig. 8 and ref. 1) and those for the comparable
body of revolution are SJSOsimilax to the dillerences for the
swept-wing-cylindrical-body combination.

Drag characteristics.-Combination of the swept wing and
curved body results in a severe adverae drag interference
between the wing and body near the speed of sound (fig. 9).
The drag-coefficient rise for the swept wing in combination
with this body near the speed of sound is approximately
0.012 as compared with a value of 0.004 for the wing in con-
junction with the essentially interference-free cylindrical
body. (See figs. 7 and 9.) (These differences in the drag-
rise values may be due in part to the difference in the
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FIGURE7.—Comparisensof the drag risefor the swept-wingand cylin-
drical-body combination with that for the comparable body of
revolution and the cylindrical body alone.

maximum body diameter as well as the large variation of
the curvature of the afterbody.)

The pronounced ~-rise increments for the swept-wing
and curved-body configuration are approximately 0.003
greater than those for the comparable body near the speed of
sound (fig. 9). The mtium drag rise for the combination,
as measured at a Mach number of 1.03, is approximately 15
percent greater than that for the comparable body of revolu-
tion. These dillerences can be attributed to the same factors
which caused the simiIar but smalk differences for the
swept-win~yhl.rical-body combination.

Of particular importance is the fact that the relative in-
crease in the drag rise for the swepkwin~urved-body
combination as compared with that for the swep&win~
cylindrical-body c.oniiguration is approximately the same as
the relative increase for the comparable bodies of revolution.
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FIGURE S.—Comparisons of the shook phenomena for the swept-wing

and curved-body combination with those for the comparable body
of revolution. Side views.

GENERALIZATION

The remdta presented indicate that, near the speed of sound,
the shock formations and the associated drag-rise charnctor-
istics for the various wing and central-body combinations
umestigated are, to the fit order, the same as them for the
bodies of revolution with the same w&l developments of
:ross-sectional areas normal to the airatream. These bodies
]f revolution are simple axial developments of cross-mctiorml
weaa. Therefore, on the basis of the results presented, it

nay logically be conoluded that, near the speed of sound, the
mm-lift drag rise of a low-aspecbratio thin-wing-body
nmbination is primarily dependent on the axial development
)f cro~sectional areas normal to the airstream. It follows
hat the drag rise for any such configuration is approximately
he same as that for any other with the same development
if cross-sectiomd areas.

It maybe assumed that this concept is also valid for wings
Lone, wings or wing-body combinations with moderato twist
r camber, or yawed configurations; however, no directly
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FIQUnE 9.—Compariaons of the drag rise for the swept-wing and
ourvcd-body combination with thst for the oomparsble body of
revolution and the mrved body alone.

comparable e..perimental results are available to substantiate
these conjectures. Linear theory (ref. 4) and experiments
(ref. 6) have indicated that a similar relation is valid for
shmder noncircular bodies at supersonic as well as at
transonic speeds. A similar relationship for the wave drag
of wing-body combinations is implicit in the linear supemonic
theory of reference 6.

APPUCATIONS OF TRANSONIC DRAGEISE CONCEPT

Correlation of drag-rise characteristics.-The accuracy of
a quantitative correlation of the drag rise of a conventional
wing-body combination by using the proposed concept
should be lessened by increasing the thickness ratio, aspect
ratio, or taper ratio of the wing. The effects of erdarging
these vmiablea should become greater as the Mach number is
increased beyond the speed of sound. The results presented

herein indicate that usual variations of the shape of the body
should have littl~ effect on the accuracy of a quantititivo
correlation. The magnitudes of the section thiclmess ratios,
aspect ratios, and taper ratios for the wings of contemporary
transonic and supersonic aircraft genarally lie between the
values for the unswept and swept wings used in the present
investigation. It may be assumed, therefore, that the
accuracies of quantitative correlations of the drag-rise incre-
ments for these real configurations would be between those
for the models investigated.

Because of the lack of knowledge as to the effects of detailed
changes in the axial developments of cross-sectional arens
on the drag-rise characteristics, quantitative correlations as
presented herein are not generally feasible. However, it has
been possible to correlate qualitatively all the available
reliable drag-rise results for wings and wing-body combina-
tions (refs. 7 and 8, for example) by use of the available
information for the effects of general chang~ in body shape
on the transonic drag rise (refs. 2 and 9, for example). It
appears that the concept should be generally useful in com-
paring the approximate relative effects of various design
alterations.

A preliminary analysis of the available information detig
the effects of nacelle position on the interference between the
nacelle and the wing at transonic speeds (ref. 10) indicated
that this interference can be correlated qualitatively, at
least, on the basis of the concept proposed. However,
further specific experimental comparisons are required to
define the exact applicability of this concept to the correla-
tion of such interference.

An idea, similar to that proposed herein, was presented in
reference 11 for predicting the critical speeds of wing-body
combinations.

Interpretation of variations of drag-rise oharacteristics,—
Analyses of the available drag-rise characteristics indicate
that variations in wing configurations which result in less
rapid rates of development of cross-sectional areas, as well
as reductions of the relative magnitude of the maximum
areas, decrease the drag-rise increments near the speed of
sound. For example, the rates of development and maximum
value of the cross-sectional areas for the swept wing of the
present investigation are less than those for the unswept
wing (table H). As a result, the drag rise for the swept
wing is less pronounced (figs. 3 and 7).

Reversing the unswept wing to form the delta wing (fig. 1)
reduced the rate of expansion of cross-sectional areas for the
forward part of the wing but increased the rate of contraction
of areas for the rearward part (table H). These variations
resulted in increasw of the drag-rise increments for the delta
wing (figs. 3 and 5). On the basis of this comparison, as well
as the results presented in reference 2, it may be assumed
that, near the speed of sound, a given rate of decrease in
crowsectional area generally re9ults in a greater drag rise
than does a similar increase.

On the basis of the proposed concept, adveme zero-lift
drag interference between wings and bodies, as for the swept-
wing-body combination investigated (fig. 9), can generally
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be attributed basically to greater ratea of. development of
the cross-sectional areas for the combinations compared with
those for the components (table II). These more rapid
variations of area generally result in higher induced veloci-
ties and considerably stronger shocks in the fields of the
combinations. @’or example, compare figs. 6 and 8.)
Obviously the interference drags, associated with the in-
creased shock 10SWS,are directly produced by changes in the
pressures on the body and wing. @’or example, see ref. 1.)
The favorable effects of various changes in body shape on the
interference between the wing and body, as shown in reference
8, can be attributed to reductions in the rates of development
of the cross-sectional areas.

Reductions of the drag-rise inurements of wing-body
combinations.-on the basis of the concept proposed, it
would be expected that indenting the body of a wing-body
combination, so that the combination has the same axial dis-
tribution of cross-sectional area as the origimd body alone,
would result in a lsxge reduction or elimination of the drag
rise associated with the wing. This type of indentation was
used on the cylindrical body investigated in combination
with the unswept, delta, and swept wings. (See fig. 1.)

As shown in figure 10, indenting the body reduced the
drag-rise increments associated with the unswept and delta
wings by approximately 60 percent near the speed of sound.
This alteration eliminated the drag rise associated with the
swept wing at Mach numbers up to 1.04. At higher Mach
numbers, the effects of the indentations gradually decreased.
Even for three relatively unconventional configurations, the
proposed cmmpt predicts correctly the qualitative effects
of design modifications on the drag-rise characteristics near
the speed of sound.

The incomplete effects of indenting the bodies with the
unswept and delta wings may be attributed in part to local
induced flows and to the displacement of the stream tubes
by the boundary layer, which were neglected in the dwign
of the indentations. Ii’or the swept wing, these effects are
less important because of the more gradual axial develop-
ment of the indentation. Minor modifications of the inden-
tations of the body to account for these factors should further”
reduce the drag-rise increments associated with the unswept
and delta wings. The reductions of the effects of these
indentations at supersonic Mach numbers are associated
with the change in the nature of the flow field at the higher
speeds, as described in the discussion of the shock phenomena
for the unswept wing.

At lift coefficient up to approximately 0.3, the indenta-
tions of the bodies result in drag reductions similar to those
shown. Although thwe indentations have not completely
eliminated the near-sonic ~-rise increments associated
with all the wings investigated, they have at least greatly
reduced the increments in every case.
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(a) Unswept wing.

FIGUSE10.—The effeots on transonlo drag obtained by indenting tho
bodies of three wing-body combinations.

On-the basis of this concept it would be expected that tho
minimum transonic drag rise for an airplane could be ob-
tained by shaping the fuselage so that the development of
cross-sectional area for the airplane approaches that for a
low-drag body of revolution with the highest feasible fineness
ratio.

CONCLUSIONS

Comparisons of the shock phenomena and drag-rim incre-
ments for representative wing and central-body combina-
tions with those for bodies of revolution having the same
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FIGURE 10.—Continuerl.

axial developments of cross-sectional aress normal to the
airstream have indicated the following conclusions:

1. The shock phenomena and drag-rise increments meas-
ured for these representative wing and central-body combi-
nations at zero lift near the speed of sound are essentially
the same as those for the comparable bodies of revolution.

2. Near the speed of sound, the zero-lift drag rise of a low-
aspect-ratio thin-wing-body combination is primarily de-
pendent on the axial development of the cross-sectional
areas normal to the airstresm. Therefore, it follows that
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FIGURE 10.—Concluded.

the drag rise for any such configuration is approximately the
same ss that for any other with the same development of
cross-sectional aress.

Further results have indicated that indenting the bodies
of three representative wing-body combinations, so that the
axial developments of cross-sectional mess for the combina-
tions were the same ss for the original body alone, greatly
reduced or eliminated the zero-lift drag-rise increments
associated with wings near the speed of sound.

LANGLDYAERONAUTICALLABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITrEEFORAERONAUTICS,

LANGLEYl’IELD, VA., Augwt 1, 1962.
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